WIND LOADS
ON INDUSTRIAL
STRUCTURES
Helping designers achieve
safe, optimized and
innovative structures

When wind
interacts with
a structure, it
can affect its
safety, cost and
habitability.
We help you understand exactly how the
wind affects various aspects of your design,
from loading on structural components to the
comfort of building occupants. This knowledge,
delivered at the right time, allows you to truly
optimize the design. Instead of chasing
last-minute fixes, you’re free to focus on
efficient and innovative solutions.

RWDI is a valuable partner
to clients seeking to...

Explore Innovations
• Understand and design for
unanticipated aerodynamic
behavior in slender structures
• Enhance performance-based design
by going beyond code compliance to
a true understanding of code intent
• Safely undertake lighter, materialefficient and more flexible designs

Meet Challenges

Create Opportunities
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systems for optimization, by

• Remediate and upgrade existing
structures effectively at the
least cost

Fulfill Expectations
• Meet or exceed engineering
code requirements with
trusted recommendations
• Inform the entire project team
with easy-to-understand
presentation of wind loads

assessing wind issues early
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HOW WE WORK
Consulting roles
We collaborate with you to answer your questions
about the impacts of wind loading on your structure.
Depending on the context we may, for example:
•

Inform the design at the conceptual stage. Our assessments
may guide changes to form or structure and/or identify
concepts and requirements for damping solutions.

•

Provide detailed, project-specific wind loading information to ensure complex
wind sensitive structures meet performance objectives. We target performancebased design criteria, rather than applying code-based assumptions.

•

Recommend protocols for operation of structural systems. For example,
we can recommend how the openings in a bulk storage facility can be put in
a “storm-ready” configuration during a typhoon or windstorm to reduce wind
loads to achieve safety and achieve a more economical structural design.

Determining wind forces
We operate various boundary-layer
wind tunnels, including some that
can accommodate very large models.
Our investigations usually focus on
determining the wind forces acting on
a structure’s main wind-force resisting
system (MWFRS) and secondary
structural systems. When codes are
conservative—which they are designed
to be most of the time—we identify
initial cost savings. Otherwise, we
expose limitations that would show
up in the future during the lifetime
of the structure if not addressed.

Planning early for
motion and vibration
Through early involvement in the design
process, we equip design engineers
with options to shape and optimize their
structures for better wind performance,
alongside other functional and
operational considerations. Structural
engineers benefit from early feedback
to choose the most efficient structural
schemes. For example, damping systems
and aerodynamic vortex shedding
mitigation devices can be an effective
optimization tool when integrated in a
design at an early stage, rather than as
an afterthought when problems arise.

Collaboration and
communication
Wind engineering involves extensive
collaboration. Within RWDI, we consult
with a wide cross-section of experts
in model construction (physical and
virtual), instrumentation, meteorology,
reliability, structural dynamics, and
design and aerodynamics. We consult
beyond our firm with structural and
process engineers as needed. Our
results are delivered in design-ready
format for analysis and in visual
formats for ease of communication
with the rest of your design team.

Services
RWDI’s core practice areas bring together a
diverse array of capabilities around a common
purpose: meeting the immediate aims and
broader business goals of our clients.
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